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Abstract Most travel behavior studies on route and mode choice focus only on an

individual level. This paper adopts the concept of multi-state supernetworks to model the

two-person joint travel problem (JTP). Travel is differentiated in terms of activity-vehicle-

joint states, i.e. travel separately or jointly with which transport mode and with which

activities conducted. In each state, route choice can be addressed given the state infor-

mation and travel preference parameters. The joint travel pattern space is represented as a

multi-state supernetwork, which is constructed by assigning the individual and joint net-

works to all possible states and connecting them via transfer links at joints where indi-

viduals can meet or depart. Besides route choice, the choices of where and when to meet,

and which transport mode(s) to use can all be explicitly represented in a consistent fashion.

A joint path through the supernetwork corresponds to a specific joint travel pattern. Then,

JTP is reduced to an optimization problem to find the joint path with the minimum

disutility. Three standard shortest path algorithm variants are proposed to find the optimal

under different scenarios. The proposed framework further indicates the feasibility of

multi-state supernetworks for addressing high dimensional problems and contributes to the

design of a next generation of joint routing systems.
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Introduction

Individuals undertake both independent and joint travel as a part of their daily activity-

travel patterns. The joint travel pursuits are often motivated by cooperative arrangement of

shared activities at the same destinations or social factors such as the desire for com-

panionship, altruism and resource constraints for particular trips (Srinivasan and Bhat

2008). Travel surveys indicate that a significant portion of a region’s travel is implemented

by joint travel (Vovsha et al. 2003). For example, individuals meet with other people at

transport hubs or landmarks to travel jointly for business or leisure activities. In principle,

organizing household travel is not fundamentally different. With the widespread use of

social media and ICT, joint travel constitutes an important and ever-increasing share of an

individual’s daily activity-travel patterns (Ronald et al. 2012).

Accordingly, there is a growing interest in transportation research in studying inter-

personal inter-dependencies in joint activity-travel patterns. In the last decade, numerous

empirical and analytical models have been conducted that incorporate household inter-

actions into individual decision-making. For example, Recker and co-authors (Recker

1995; Gan and Recker 2008) proposed a mathematic programming model for household

activity pattern problem; Vovsha et al. (2003) explicitly accounted for joint travel in travel

demand models; Gliebe and Koppelman (2005) developed a discrete choice model to

predict joint tours and share rides; Srinivasan and Bhat (2008) analyzed joint travel and

activity participation characteristics with the American Time Use Survey; Anggraini et al.

(2012) examined the car allocation decisions in car-deficient households. Meanwhile, as

stated in Ronald et al. (2012), some researchers have also been looking beyond households

to the influence of social networks. These models are meant to support more profoundly the

analysis and modeling of travel behavior.

However, in practice, modeling joint activity-travel decisions often turns out to be

problematic and even challenging due to the lack of ‘‘ideal’’ data and modeling limitations.

For one reason, there is always the involvement of higher choice dimensions than indi-

vidual patterns; moreover, a widespread deficiency exists in explicit representations of the

joint patterns with other choice facets (Carrasco et al. 2008). To implement joint activity-

travel, individuals are often subject to the coupling constraints, which define when and

where individuals can join other individuals. This spatial and temporal co-ordination is also

referred to as synchronization. A few travel behavior studies have been concerned with the

synchronization of joint activity participation. For instance, Meister et al. (2005), Fang

et al. (2011) and Dubernet and Axhausen (2012) applied probability optimization models,

i.e. Evolutionary Algorithm, to schedule multi-person activity participation. Nevertheless,

few of them examined synchronization at the level of route and mode choice. Only

recently, the study by Dubernet and Axhausen (2012) offers an exception by including

joint trips explicitly in individual travel patterns. The drawbacks of it reside in that the

implementation works only with pre-defined possible trips and ignores multi-person and

multi-modal trip chaining. Without synchronizing different individuals’ joint travel pat-

terns, inconsistent choices of mode and route tend to be produced.

In recognition of the above discussion, the purpose of this paper is to propose a multi-

state supernetwork framework to model the two-person joint travel problem (JTP), which

is to find the optimal travel pattern involved in conducting a joint activity for two indi-

viduals. As the first attempt extending individual multi-state supernetworks to joint ones,

this paper mainly considers the activity-travel scheduling problem of two persons with one

joint activity in their activity programs. In that sense, joint travel is the main focus. Travel

is differentiated in terms of activity-vehicle-joint states, i.e. travel separately or jointly
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respectively with which transport mode and which activities conducted. The joint travel

pattern space is represented as a multi-state supernetwork by connecting individual and

joint transport networks at all combinations of states into a multi-state supernetwork via

transfer links at joints where individuals can meet or depart. A derived property is that a

joint path through the supernetwork corresponds to a specific joint travel pattern. The

synchronization of mode choice, route choice, where and when to meet or depart can all be

explicitly represented in a consistent way. For that matter, we propose exact joint routing

algorithms based on the label-setting procedure (Dijkstra 1959) to find the optimal joint

travel pattern under different scenarios. This paper contributes to the representation of joint

activity-travel patterns and a possible next generation of multi-person and multi-modal

route planning and navigation systems.

To that end, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we will briefly

introduce the key concepts of a multi-state supernetwork. Next, we will discuss how the

concept of multi-state supernetworks can be tailored to represent JTP. Several variants of

the standard JTP is presented, each of which is followed by the proposed solutions. Finally,

we will complete the paper with conclusions and future work.

Key concepts

Network-based approaches have a long history in addressing complex transportation

problems. An abstract multiclass user traffic network was first demonstrated by Dafermos

(1972) through the expansion of a road network. Such abstract networks were accentuated

by Sheffi and Daganzo (1978) for modelling mode and route choice in a so-called hy-
pernetwork, which was later re-termed supernetwork (Sheffi 1985). A path through the

proposed supernetwork expresses the choices of mode and routes simultaneously. This idea

was further developed in the study of Carlier et al. (2002), which supports multi-modal trip

chaining. The concept of supernetwork began to have a wide relevance owing to the

intensive research and applications of multi-criteria decision making via adopting super-

network methodology in Nagurney’s group (2002, 2005).

Inspired by the above network extensions, Arentze and Timmermans (2004) elaborated

the logic behind supernetworks that a higher choice dimension can be explicitly repre-

sented by another dimensional network extension. They propose the multi-state super-

network framework for multi-modal and multi-activity travel planning, which extends the

trip-based supernetworks to activity-based supernetworks. In their approach, a personal-

ized multi-state supernetwork is constructed for each individual’s activity program. The

quintessence is that each supernetwork consists of as many copies of the basic integrated

multi-modal transport network as there are possible activity-vehicle states (combinations

of activity and vehicle states). Given an activity program, an activity state defines which

activities at a certain stage have already been conducted, and a vehicle state defines where

the private vehicle is (in use or where it is parked). Conducting an activity and parking/

picking-up a private vehicle are regarded as two types of transfer links, which will always

cause state change. For an activity program, a multi-state supernetwork is constructed by

interconnecting the basic networks of all possible activity-vehicle states. In the supernet-

work, nodes represent real locations in space. Links are defined in terms of three

categories:

• Travel link: connecting different nodes of the same activity state, representing the

movement of the individual; the modes can be walking, bike, car, or any PT modes;
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• Transition link: connecting the same nodes of the same activity states but different

vehicle states (i.e., parking/picking-up a private vehicle or boarding/alighting PT);

• Transaction link: connecting the same nodes of different activity states, representing

the implementation of activities.

Based on Arentze and Timmermans (2004), Liao et al. (2010, 2011a) improved the

multi-state supernetwork structure by splitting up the multi-modal network into a set of

private vehicle networks (PVNs) and public transport–PT networks (PTNs). Travel links

are in the PVNs and PTNs; boarding/alighting PT links are in PTNs only; parking/picking-

up and transaction links are used to interconnect PVNs and PTNs, and mutual PTNs

respectively. More specifically, inside a PVN, there are only parking locations (home is

regarded as a parking location), and between each pair of locations there is a PVN con-

nection, which involves only one mode. Inside a PTN, there are parking (if any) and

activity locations connected by PTN connections, which include walking, waiting,

boarding/alighting, and in-vehicle. The new representation structure does not only con-

siderably reduce the network scale, but also make the multi-modal and multi-activity travel

patterns more explicit. Figure 1a displays the transition links of parking and picking-up a

private vehicle; Fig. 1b shows the transaction links at activity locations; and Fig. 1c is a

combination of Fig. 1a, b.

According to these basic concepts, a fully expanded multi-state supernetwork can be

constructed for any individual’s activity program (Liao et al. 2010, 2011a, b). Any a path

through the supernetwork corresponds to a particular activity-travel pattern expressing a set

of sequential choices on mode, route, parking and activity locations. Cost values can be

defined as disutility in each of the links as the state is explicitly represented:

disUisml ¼ bism � Xisml þ eisml ð1Þ

where disUismli in activity state s with transport mode m, Xisml denotes a vector of attri-

butes, bism is a weight vector, and eisml is an error term. Note that we use the term disutility

to emphasize that a broader set of choice criteria is taken into account. Consequently, a

single path through this multi-state supernetwork with the least disutility can be identified

as the optimal activity-travel pattern.

Successively, several refinements on the multi-state supernetwork approach are reported.

Choice facets of ICT use and P ? R facilities (Liao et al. 2011b, 2012) are further represented

in a consistent fashion. Moreover, time-dependent disutility functions have been incorpo-

rated. However, all these refinements are still at the individual level. The following section

will discuss how multi-state supernetworks can be tailored to model the two-person JTP.

Multi-state supernetwork for JTP

As mentioned in ‘‘Introduction’’ section, this paper only considers one joint activity in two

individuals’ activity programs to highlight the facet of joint travel. For one thing, two-

person joint travel representation is the fundamental for any other joint travel patterns

involving more than two agents; for another, two-person joint travel takes up the majority

share of joint travel patterns. Planning joint travel requires that the individuals involved

reach an agreement on the destination, timing, transport mode, and which routes to take to

that location. A classic way is adopted to deal with group decision with the purpose of

minimizing the aggregate disutility. Thus, JTP can be simply described as: given the

individual and joint activity-travel preference parameters, to find a joint travel pattern with
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the least disutility for two individuals who have a joint activity a to conduct at time

T. Three variants of JTP in different scenarios are discussed, each of which is followed by a

solution of an exact algorithm. In the following part, we assume zero disutility for waiting

and static disutility in every type of links.

JTP of two-person without parking

This JTP concerns joint travel of two persons without parking. Consider the example in

Fig. 2a, in which individual i and j are at location A and B respectively (A and B can be the

PVN PTN

P1

P2

P1

P2

PTNPTNPVN

P1, P2 and P3 are parking locations  
P3

P3

PTN

Vehicle state In use P1 P2 P3

(1.1)

PTN

PTN

0PTN L1

L2 Transaction link

1

Activity state

L1 and L2 are activity locations 

(1.2)

PTNPTNPVN PTN

In use P1 P2 P3

PTNPTNPVN PTN

0

1

Activity-vehicle
state

(1.3)  

Fig. 1 Example of multi-state supernetwork representation
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same location), and they need to conduct activity a at D at time T. If i and j do not like

traveling with each other, as no parking is involved, i and j would go directly to D without

affecting the route choice of each other. Thus, JTP can be addressed by the standard

shortest path algorithm SPF (o, d, T), which searches a shortest path from o to d with

departure time T in the forward network. After assigning the personalized travel prefer-

ences according to Eq. (1), the final travel patterns of i and j can be identified by SPiR(D, A,

T) and SPiR(D, B, T) in the reversed network with disutility of disUiRjD!Aand disUjRjD!B

respectively, with which the total disutility and the departure time at A and B can be

derived.

If i and j to some extent like traveling with each other with travel preference vector

bijsm, they may choose a meeting point referred as a joint, e.g. C in Fig. 2b, to meet and

then travel together to D. In this situation, the joint travel pattern and total disutility can

still be identified by SPijR(D, C, T), SPiR(C, A, TC) and SPjR(C, B, TC), where TC is the

arrival time at C after the first search. Therefore, JTP can be reduced to a problem

minimizing disUijRjD!C þ disUiRjC!A þ disUjRjC!B

� �
, where C is a possible meeting

point. Therefore, JTP can be fundamentally reduced to the well-known Steiner Tree

problem (Hwang et al. 1992), which belongs to a NPC (non-polynomial-complete) prob-

lem in the general sense (there is no known efficient solution to NPC problems).

JTP can also be formulated under the terms of multi-state supernetworks. Before i and

j meet in a joint, they travel independently. Specifically, i and j travel in separate PTNs

since no parking is involved. After meeting at one of the possible joints, the state of travel

changes so that i and j travel jointly in a shared PTN. A shared PTN is physically the same

as individual PTNs but has different link costs. This rule also applies to a shared PVN in

the following subsection. The joint travel ends until they arrive at the activity location.

Subsequently, they also conduct a joint activity in the shared PTN. This process can be

represented by introducing joint state, which defines the composition of the sub-group, and

another type of transfer link is also introduced:

• Meeting link: connecting the same nodes from networks of different joint states with

more individuals involved in the end point.

The disutility of meeting links can also be defined according to Eq. (1). The joint travel

pattern space can be represented in the multi-state supernetwork. Different individual

PTNs are connected at joints via meeting links to a shared PTN. Figure 3 is an example

with multiple joints, in which C1, C2 and C3 (=D) are meeting points and the joint

transaction link at D is also included. When meeting at C3, i and j do not travel jointly. In

Fig. 3, a joint path represents a particular joint travel pattern. For instance, a joint path

from A and B to D0 marked by the bold links denotes a joint travel pattern of meeting at C2.

A B

D α Tytivitca ta

i j A B

D

C

i j

i & j

(2.1) (2.2)

Fig. 2 Example of JTP of two-person without parking
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Standard label setting shortest path algorithm fails to find an optimal joint path. Yet, a twist

on the label-setting procedure can be applied to find the optimal joint travel pattern, which

is described as follows, denoted as ALG 1:

Step 1: apply label-setting procedure from A and B until all the meeting points in the

individual PTNs are settled down;

Step 2: sum up the disutility at each meeting points in the shared PTN, and apply label-

setting procedure until D0 is settled down;

Step 3: backtrack the joint path from D0 to A and B, and derive departure time at A and

B in terms of time T at D

Obviously, the proposed algorithm is efficient with time complexity of O(N�log N) with

a Fibonacci heap data structure, where N is the number of nodes in the time-expanded

graph (Pyrga et al. 2008) of PTN. In reality, the meeting points can be any transport hubs,

landmarks and crossings. Meanwhile, there may be multiple alternative locations for

activity a like Fig. 1b. However, the performance of the algorithm does not deteriorate as

the number of these locations increase because the label-setting procedure is applied only

twice in total.

JTP of two-person with parking

Individuals may also use private vehicles for joint travel so that parking is involved. Two

situations should be identified: (S1) only one individual is the driver, which is often

identified in the literature as in the case of car driver and passenger; (S2) both are drivers,

which is quite common but less studied in the case of bike & bike joint travel. In either

case, i and j need to meet first.

Possibly, i and j may meet in a shared PVN. In S1, one meeting link is from a PVN and

the other is from a PTN. Without loss of generality, suppose that i uses a private vehicle.

Then, i needs to pick-up j at the meeting point. Once meeting each other, they travel

together in a shared PVN to one of multiple parking locations similar to Fig. 1c. After

parking, i and j enter a shared PTN to conduct the joint activity. For example, i-picks-up

j at C1 or C2 and then parks the private vehicle at P1 or P2 in Fig. 4a (i is underlined as the

driver). While in S2, both meeting links are from PVNs. After meeting, the representation

in the later stage is exactly the same as in S1 assuming they park the vehicles at the same

location. Figure 4b shows this example graphically.

They may also meet in a shared PTN. In S1, i and j first meet at one of multiple

locations and then travel jointly to the location where i’s or j’s private vehicle is parked.

PTN
i

PTN
i & j

PTN
j

PTN
i & j

A B

D’

D
C1

C2

C3

Meeting links

Different joint states

A news  joint state

Fig. 3 Supernetwork
representation of two-person
without parking
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Note that once they meet in the shared PTN, they can directly go to conduct the activity at

D, which precisely includes the case in 3.1. Figure 5a is an example of such, which

supposes that i is the driver. After the start of travel in the shared PVN, the representation

in the later stage is similar to Fig. 4a.

While for S2, i and j first meet and travel in a shared PTN, and then they can directly

travel to the activity location or depart each other to separate PTNs and/or PVNs for

picking-up their own private vehicles. If they directly travel to the activity location, this

PVN
i

PVN
i & j

PTN
j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i

A B

D

D’

D

D’

C1

C2

P1
P2

PVN
i

PVN
i & j

PTN
j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i

A B

D

D’

D

D’

PVN
j

C1

C2

P1
P2

(4.1) (4.2)

Fig. 4 Supernetwork representation of meeting in a shared PVN

PVN
i & j

PTN
j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i

A B

D

D’

D

D’

PTN
i & j

D

PTN
i & j

D’

C1
C2

P1 P2

(5.1)

PVN
i & j

PTN
j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i & j

PTN
i

A B

D

D’

D

D’

PTN
i & j

D

PTN
i & j

D’

PTN
j

PTN
i

Bike
i

Bike
j

PTN
j

PTN
i

Bike
i

Bike
j

C1
C2

P1 P2

C3

C4

(5.2)

Fig. 5 Supernetwork representation of meeting in a shared PTN
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situation is similar to the scenario in ‘‘JTP of two-person without parking’’ section.

Otherwise, at least one of them first goes through his/her PTN and PVN to pick-up the

private vehicle. If only one individual does that, it is in S1 for the second episode of joint

travel; and if both do that, it is in S2. Herewith, another transfer link type is introduced:

• Departing link: connecting the same nodes from networks of different joint states with

fewer individuals involved in the end points.

After i and j depart each other, they will meet again and travel jointly through the shared

PVN and PTN to the activity location. Hence, there are two joint trip segments. Just as

tracking where private vehicles are parked, different departure locations should also be

tracked to derive consistent joint paths. When they depart each other, there are as many

copies of the individual PTNs and PVNs as there are departing points. Figure 5b is an

example that i and j are both drivers for the second episode of joint ravel, in which they

first meet at C1 and then depart at C2 or C3, and meet again at C4.

Similarly, disutility can be assigned to the supernetwork links. The algorithm ALG 1
still holds for the supernetwork representations of Figs. 4a, b and 5a to find the optimal

joint travel pattern except with minor changes on Step 1 and Step 2. If i and j meet in a

shared PVN, PVN is used to replace PTN in Step 1 and Step 2. Although there are many

copies of the shared PTNs, the algorithm terminates once a D0 is settled down in the label-

setting process. The running time complexity is O(M�log M ? P�N�log N), where M, N and

P are the number of nodes in PVN and PTN, and parking locations respectively. There is

no waiting time in these three representations, thus, meeting point in time and space is well

synchronized.

For the supernetwork representation like Fig. 5b, there are two joint travel segments.

ALG 1 only treats one episode of joint travel; thus, it fails to find the optimal joint travel

pattern. We propose an algorithm denoted as ALG 2 for this scenario:

Step 1: apply label-setting procedure from A and B until all the meeting points for the

first meeting in the shared network(s) are settled down;

Step 2: sum up the disutility at each meeting point; apply the label-setting procedure

until all the meeting points for the second meeting are settled down; and record the

disutility at all departing points;

Step 3: sum up the disutility at unsettled meeting points and subtract the recorded

disutility at the corresponding departing point, and apply the label-setting procedure

until the second D0 is settled down.

Step 4: choose the D0 with the least disutility as the optimal label, and backtrack the joint

path from D0 to A and B, and derive departure time at A and B in terms of time T at D.

Note that in Step 3 the search process terminates when the second D0 is settled down. It

is because the optimum is not guaranteed if the first D0 is settled down in Step 2 if any. The

total running time complexity is O(Q�M�log M ? (P ? Q)�N�log N), where Q is the

number of departing points. It is likely that there is waiting time for either i or j at either the

first or the second meeting time. The waiting time can be obtained from the joint travel

pattern.

Overall, the above four situations can be represented in one unified diagram. Based on

the key concepts described in second section, activity-vehicle state (Liao et al. 2010,

2011a) can be theoretically extended to activity-vehicle-joint state to capture all the choice

facets concerning joint travel. Thus, given a JTP, the multi-state supernetwork is con-

structed by assigning individual and joint networks to the activity-vehicle-joint state space

and connecting them with transfer and transaction links. Every change on activity-vehicle-
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joint state leads to a new network with a new activity-vehicle-joint state. The algorithm

ALG 2 proposed above still holds to find the optimal joint travel pattern for the overall

representation and it has the same magnitude of running time complexity. Figure 6 is an

example that unifies the representations of Figs. 4 and 5.

JTP of two-person with returning

This subsection extends JTP of ‘‘JTP of two-person with parking’’ subsection with

incorporating the joint travel after conducting the joint activity. At a D0 in Fig. 6, i and

j may choose to return to A and B or leave for elsewhere respectively. They share at most

one episode of joint travel in that they can depart each other either immediately at D0 or

after a segment of joint travel. Let A0 and B0 denote the destination of i and j respectively

(A0 and B0 can also be the same physical location and assume that they are always in

PTNs), and Cl
0 (l = 1, 2…) be one of the possible departing points. If A = A0 and B = B0

with all the link costs remaining unchanged after activity state changes, the optimal travel

pattern from D0 to A0 and B0 can be derived in terms of the one from A and B to

D. However, this rule is invalid once activity state affects the travel preferences or at least

one of condition A = A0 and B = B0 fails. Therefore, to obtain the global optimal joint

travel pattern, it is necessary to consider the full activity-vehicle-joint multi-state super-

network. The full representation is completed by appending the part from all D0 to A0 and

B0 to the representation of Fig. 6.

Rather than using the private vehicles arbitrarily, we restrict that i and j must use the

same private vehicles (if any) respectively in the returning trips as used in the trips from

A and B to D. For any individual or joint network, the activity-vehicle-joint state is

recorded. Thus, at each shared PTN with D0, the used private vehicles and the corre-

sponding parking locations (if any) can be readily tracked. If i and j do not use any private

vehicles, the departing points must be in one shared PTN without i and j underlined.

Similar to ‘‘JTP of two-person with parking’’ subsection, every departing point is tracked

so that there are as many copies of the individual networks as the number of departing

points. Figure 7a shows an example with two departing points C1 and C2. If only one uses
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private vehicle, i.e. i, they may depart in the shared PTN or i drops j in a shared PVN. In

either case, i may need to switch parking location to travel to A0 and j travels through PTN

to B0 (Fig. 7b). Likewise, if i and j are both drivers, they may both need to switch parking

locations to travel to A0 and B0 as shown in Fig. 7c. Note that there are as many pairs of A0

and B0 as there are departing points. Thus, the supernetwork representation in the returning

trips is the union of element representations like Fig. 7a, b and c form all D0 to all the

possible pairs of A0 and B0.
With retuning trips, the JTP has two final destinations i.e. A0 and B0. Since there is only

one destination in ‘‘JTP of two-person without parking’’ and ‘‘JTP of two-person with

parking’’, ALG 1 and ALG 2 fail to find the optimal joint travel pattern from A and B to A0

and B0. Hence, we propose another shortest path algorithm variant denoted as ALG 3 based

on ALG 2, as follows:

Step 1: apply ALG 2 with a change on Step 3 that the label-setting procedure stops when

the label at all D0 are settled down.

Step 2: apply the label-setting procedure until all departing points are settled down, and

record the disutility at departing points;

Step 3: continue applying the label-setting procedure until all A0 and B0 are settled down;

Step 4: sum up the disutility of A0 and B0 at each departing point in the returning trips

and subtract the recorded disutility at the corresponding departing point.
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Step 5: select the least disutility of a pair of A0 and B0, and backtrack the optimal joint

travel pattern.

ALG 3 is an exact algorithm to find the optimal joint path given the travel preference

parameters. If there are P1 and P2 (P1, P2 [N) parking locations for S1 and S2 respectively,

there are (P1 ? P2 ? 1) shared PTNs with D0. Without any selection in departing points in

the returning trips, the time complexity in total from Step 2 to Step 5 is O((M�log

M ? N�log N)�(P1 ? P2)�R), where R is the number of possible departing points.

In this paper, the time-dependent component is not taken into account in the super-

network framework, thus not reflected in the running time complextiy. In general, time-

dependent paths are more computationally costly. However, the computation time also

depends on the structure of the network and time resolution concerned. For networks

satisfying FIFO property (first-in-first-out), to which the proposed supernetwork belongs,

the computation burden is no different from a static regular network. The supernetwork

might be turned into non-FIFO because of the timing and duration. Time–space network

extension can be adopted to decompose non-FIFO links into FIFO links. The extension

scale, and thus the computation burden, is mainly dependent on the required time reso-

lution. Given the fact that the focus of this paper is to propose a multi-state supernetwork

framework for two-person joint travel, the framework provides a basis for future model

extension.

Conclusions and future work

A significant share of travel is implemented by joint travel and the patterns tend to become

complicated with the widespread use of ICT and social media. Although numerous studies

have been conducted to examine joint travel patterns and behavior, most of them over-

looked the consistency of multi-modal and multi-person trip chaining. Moreover, the

synchronization of time, space and transport mode is not well addressed. This paper

proposed a multi-state supernetwork framework mainly for two-person joint travel under

three different scenarios, each of which is followed with an exact algorithm solution. The

choices of mode, route, departure time, and meeting/departing locations can all be revealed

by joint paths through the supernetwork representation. As a first attempt to extend indi-

vidual supernetworks to joint ones, this study theoretically extends the state unit of a

network from activity-vehicle to activity-vehicle-joint. In addition, this paper also provides

for the first time a solid foundation for the design of joint routing system.

However, several issues are worth considering in future research: (1) substantial

numerical experiments should be carried out to prove the efficiency of the proposed

algorithm; (2) to derive better activity-travel schedulers, it is important to elicit the valid

joint travel preference parameters, which is still largely unexplored in the literature; (3)

similar to any other activity-based approaches, it is necessary and yet challenging to

incorporate joint travel in the context of more complicated daily activity programs; (4) it is

also necessary to extend two-person JTP to a general multi-person JTP; and (5) the scale of

the full supernetwork representation of joint travel increases exponentially with the

increase of the number of agents since there are many subsets of joint travel patterns,

which may result in combination explosion. However, as more agents involve in the joint

travel, stronger constraints are drawn in and the potential joint travel patterns may be

limited. Therefore, after having accomplished item (3) and (4), an intermediate step
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required to make the approach still feasible despite the complexity is to use location choice

models for reducing the number of candidate meeting and departing points.
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